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Abstract: Being the hallmark of culture of Afghan tribalism has constant the experiment of 

time and overrunning armies since Alexander. Contrasting other attacking principles, 

Tribalism not begrudged Islam due to the homogeneousness of ides and shared moral, values 

and ethics have occurred. The result of distortion of tribal culture is rising of Taliban in the 

Afghanistan because of anarchy dur6ting Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and Afghan interior 

war. The procedure of relocation outputs in different demographic structure resulting in 

substantial destruction in tribal structure. Condition intensified by the government that is 

weak management, missing by Soviet & particular insatiability, and scheming of tribal 

influential or privileged. The inflow of the contemporary armaments or ordinance and 

billions dollars of has been poisoned the Mujahedeen and they also were now ordinary 

casual preacher (proselytizers) preachers wanting of actual values of Islamic culture, ideas 

principals respect and administration of  tribal’s culture. In the perception of Afghanistan 

abrasion in culture of tribal the caused are disorder social unfairness moral ethical decent 

and poverty. The religious inspired Taliban had benefited though threadbare tribalism in 

post-soviet period of time. They exploit the control blankness left through the tribes or 

communities and pathetic fundamental government in the Kabul. Taliban’s achievements 

were outstanding to the elements which they raised for the reason of common-man that was 

security. System that present in the Afghanistan has no answer of the issue or problem of the 

people of Afghanistan. Movement of Taliban had been intrinsic practicality of assembly 

headways without reasoning injury or harm to the already debilitated tribal culture. Taliban 
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movement recharged the corroding the culture of tribal by getting peace and permanence in 

the Afghanistan and relationship the tribes below the umbrella of Islamic institutional 

through founding an Islamic state. Disaster of the tribal culture to determination the socio-

governmental issues of the Afghan multitude in the post-soviet period of time surfaces 

approach for the conceptual based Taliban to representation and launch controller over the 

Afghanistan.

Keywords: Taliban, Afghanistan, Tribalism 

Introduction 

The culture of tribal is a sine-qua of Afghanistan society, civilization and state. Tribalism has 

been system of life mixed and multinational people of Afghan. The Afghan culture is limited 

by the pre Islamic code of traditional culture which is known as a Pashtun-wali, which 

determination about elementary values and moralities of cordiality, hospitality, justice, 

daring, courage, self-honor and decency of women. The evaluation of this eras old culture of 

tribal, Islam is moderately beginner in the Afghanistan. In the period of 7
th

 century AD (After 

death) and in 10
th

 (AD) Islam arrived in the Afghanistan with the Arabs.  Officially Islam 

founded in the land in this era.
1 

Since Alexander who had great capture of Soviet’s land 

offensive (December 1979) the tribalism has nonstop examination of the time and made a 

difference of the Afghanistan to outlive. Soviet and Afghan have eight year time period of 

fierce battle in turned Mujahedeen against the blood-shoot military (red army) but ultimately 

developed a cause of Soviet fragmentation. In May 1985 there are seven main parties of 

Mujahedeen designed governmental wedge which is known as Islamic unity or agreement of 

Afghan Mujahedeen There are following Mujahedeen groups and parties Muhammadi, 

Gailani, Mujaddedi, Khalis Faction, Hezb-e-Islami, Rabbani and Sayyaf group.
 

Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and US joined hands with each other to arm, train, finance and 

economics the Afghan tribesmen.  For attacking and aggressive army the ideological 

foundation of Jihad coupled with Tribalism proved to be deadly. The former Soviet bottom 

combatant left the Afghanistan in February 1989. Through the extraction of militaries of 

Soviet the Mujahedeen assembly involved in three year-long combat or fight with Najibullah 

direction (1988-1992), a beneficiary toward the pro Soviet (DRA) Equitable republic of 

Afghanistan management. 

Soviet Afghan eight year battle and three year succeeding civilian conflict or war did not 

reform the demography of Afghanistan but correspondingly battered the tribal culture to a 

great magnitude or point. Nationalist of Soviet influenced on the expected culture of 

Afghanistan. Familiarized communalist’s life design and also nationalism, independency and 

autonomy strained to substitute tribalism regardless the circumstance that have no any mutual 
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linguistic culture was existent. The culture of tribal unsuccessful to discourse the socio-

economic declaration can’t deliver safety to the public or people of in a broad.   

The purpose of this dilemma conceptual base Taliban representation in august to plug the 

control vacuity and report the criticisms of Afghanistan unaddressed by the dominant 

coordination. Question that is increases or arise; why centuries old culture of tribal 

unsuccessful to discourse the sociopolitical situation and problem of the Afghan in post-

Soviet period whereas searching into unexpected increase of the Taliban to importance & 

establishing Islamic state in Afghanistan. 

 

Theoretical Frame-work 

It is superior on behalf of intellectualizing, it is commanding to recognize to movement of 

Taliban and previous revolutions in Afghanistan by the prism of the partisan opportunity 

theory and process theory which can be an attitude of social movement impact by political 

sociology. It debates that achievement or disappointment of social movement is 

predominantly impacted by political prospects. Political process’s attitude is key point that 

objectors do not elect strategies, objectives and tactics in a vacuity. Relatively, context of 

political, theorized impartially approximately, group the complaints about which objectors 

organizes, advantaging some privileges and disadvantaging others. Additional, the 

association of the organizations and the setting of several artistes inside it create certain 

plans, polices and strategies of effect other and new attractive and possibly successful, than 

others. The perception, vision, outcomes and results of objectors’ elections- their activity- can 

only be agreed and weighed by observing at political situation and the guidelines off the 

competitions in which those optimal choice are finished- that construction.  In this framework 

the domain current external movement area and also its properties of the movement is 

described through Torrow by way of arrangement of the process of political. It isn’t 

essentially that official or stable and ever-lasting element of the administrative or political 

background that delivers the encouragement for the societies to accept cooperative 

achievement by affecting their probability for achievement or disappointment. 

 

Following Three Core Disagreement Of This Model 

Insurgent consciousness is the first model that clarifies this concept. It struggles that in a 

culture where huge and considerable sociopolitical unfairness overcomes, publics in that 

culture and society joint the movement as a member, associates and followers to authenticate 

that the current   scheme of the organization system is unfair and unjust. 
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In the case of Afghanistan, the fundamental disorder, social unfairness and deficiency 

delivered motivation to the movement of Taliban. A bulky Afghan are not simply on sided 

through Taliban then developed a portion’s of movement. Movements of Taliban arise since a 

little town and it rapidly surrounded the entire of Afghanistan.  

The “organizational strength” is second theory that is demonstrates strength of organization’s 

structure organizational that debates that, commanding that societal movement necessity have 

been sufficient resources and a leadership which have an effective quality to sustain. In this 

concerns provision for exceedingly organize conceptually determined persons are 

authoritative for deliver monetary provision. Both actively and covertly the homegrown 

organizations can play an significant part in generation of the funds.There are an effective 

and strong leadership Taliban had and also have solid exterior  ideological backup from 

neighboring Pakistan. During the Soviet attack Afghan Taliban had refugee status. 

Achievements of Taliban’s movement are successes by the monetary support from Pakistan 

and substance of arm and shells left by the Russians. 

Substance of weapons, guns, missile and ammunition those are left by the Russians and the 

support for the finance which had originated by the Pakistan which fetched achievements 

towards the movement of Taliban. Furthermore, capability of the management of the Taliban 

can simply stand determined through time in that time they influenced other than eighty 

percent of the Afghanistan. Victory of the Taliban fetched many other Jihadi get-ups and 

Mujaheddin mad about the movement of Taliban. 

Political opportunities after second, thirdly perspective the concept describes the 

susceptibility in current scheme that offers motivation for challengers to get benefits to 

efforts and ambition aimed at societal change. In the study of Taliban movement, explanation 

of the political opportunities is that exposure of the decomposing of environment or political 

environment and weakened tribalism. The movement of Taliban faced current social tribal 

demand. Fundamental safety position and flagging tribal system definitely delivered chance 

to the Taliban that can unlock the prevailing direction and also takeoff his/her position in the 

nation. Moreover this theory clarifies the significance of effectiveness in the entire procedure 

of modification in politics and policies.  

In the face of having dissatisfied awareness and organizational power and strength if the 

political opportunity is disappeared there is no any option to be successful. Therefore these 

all three elements are energetic for a movement to be up-and-coming.    

 

Afghan Tribal’s Culture And Islam 
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Cultural of Afghan Tribal 

In the words of the Brigadier general David Fraser is the first commandant of international 

security assistance force (ISAF) global unit in the provincial expertise South.  

One element of cultural realized by me; I have been looked erroneous chart I desired 

for appearance at the chart of tribal not chart of the world” 

 These tribes are political groups have substantial inspiration above assured regions. 

The ability terminated a tribe is impact by Malik who bonces a positive circle who 

looks after entirety. He is supported by a native assembly acknowledged as Jirga from 

whom he pursues his right and instruction on diverse substances. 

The pactyan mean current time Pashtun and Medes mean current times of Kurdish advanced 

counteracted the Iranian inspiration in the province. Similarly dissimilar families that 

attained in Afghanistan integrated in the property and shaped tribes of diverse origins. In the 

advance time Afghanistan Pashtuns, Hazaras, Tajiks, Kafirs and Uzbeksi encompasses the 

main Afghan tribes. 

In 650 AD Islam extended in Afghanistan and fetched a peaceable time in Afghanistan with 

successful and healthy profession and Persian culture development in to Afghanistan. 

Existence is primarily outstanding to the circumstance that greatest of the Islamic standards 

don’t challenge with the elementary tribal civilizations. This donated to the prevailing 

relationship between the Arabic cultural and central Asian tribal cultural attackers transported 

beside. Those correspondences defined the principle, cultural and philological barricades 

between the conquering and the native principles of Islam delivered a shared pledge between 

the cultural Afghans while protective the tribal standards of ethnic dominance and 

paternalistic instruction.      

Reasons Behind Failure of Tribal Culture 

The seven fundamental party of Mujahedeen shaped civil square identified as Islamic 

Mujahedeen of Afghan in May 1985. Later its overcome Soviet Union introduced master 

Najibullah of Soviet Equitable Afghan state (DRA) supervision in feb-1989 that is proceeded 

monetary bolster still Soviet destruction. This management had not been satisfactory from 

Afghan Mujahedeen. Instep of quiet Afghan settlement issues also starting country 

construction, respectful battle destitute available among diverse Afghan groups and 

government of Najibullah coming about structure of tribal is in a result of war, dry spell and 

sedentarization. Later diverse groups of Mujahedeen begun to battle against each other. 

Rabbani and Gulbadin Hikmatyar are more critical in this situation. Rabbani got to be the 
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president and come to and understanding for Hikmatyar to serve as Prime Serve In this 

entirety handle Kabul Endured the Most. It fuel not as it were instability but too dissolved the 

tribal culture to an extraordinary extent. 

2. Amid the era after Soviet drawing near the year 1994, an interminable organized of attack 

was in Afghanistan. It had extraction strengths of soviet which transported Afghans posterior 

on tribal line in the nonappearance of mutual adversary. Rabbani Hikmatyar, Dostam, Ismail 

Khan and Mujahideen Shura that comprised of three Pashtun bunch controlled Afghanistan 

but it was continuously a gracious war between distinctive union and warlords immersed 

Afghanistan for several years. Warlords and Outlaws abused population at their will. 

Controlled battling and moving of organization together for individual interface exacerbated 

the political circumstance. Association and coinciding with territorial powers too obstructed 

the development of patriotism and development of competent authority inside the tribes. 

Resultantly, the tribal structures not as it were debilitated significantly but too banished 

agreement among the Pashtun and other tribes of the nation. 

3. All through the Soviet Afghan war the Afghan Mujahedeen of battled the U.S intermediary 

conflict in any case, after the US conflict surrendered the Afghanistan. The tribes of Afghan 

maybe transcendently locked in conflict converted careless to particular state reason of 

country construction and calming. Afghan people were an ability to battle which they lead in 

post-Soviet extraction time. At that time the fighting was not in contradiction of a mutual foe 

but amongst them. Nonappearance of the businesses & farming completed the youth of 

Afghan helpless to cross through military leader and state armies. For the reproduction, 

instruction, farming or national recreation not only sole Afghan Group division voiced. 

Transporting peacetime and safety after the appalling of period extensive conflict remained a 

main duty of local Afghan communities that tragically had not appeared.  

4. It had been in the midst of the Soviet profession that Afghanistan was no other an 

Afghanistan. Tribalism was on the way to endure a mark which their pioneers remained 

neglectful. The battle had in fact shaving the socio-political scene of the battle-scarred nation. 

Reappearance of frame transients from Pakistan and also from Iran had changed the existing 

socio-political background that was a result of time extensive battle.  

“The conventional country natural life has been prearranged method to approximately 

extraordinarily to something exceptionally modern, no as it were as the expressions of 

method of life but moreover expression of.” An individual consolidation of devout 

connection, reoccurrence of Afghan transients, modern variety of nearby Mujahedeen and 

rise of a support of battle of governmental civilization were fluctuating truth of that time. 
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Ideological part brought sociological change, tribalism diminished and a modern generation 

of knowledge showed up which were more impacted by war and war belief systems that got 

advance enhancement through  interior battle. The consequences of the socio-political 

substances got to be precursor of adjustment that was healthy mediated and occupied as 

benefit through the development of the Taliban in setting of opportunity of political. 

 

Considerate the Increase of Taliban: Elements  Reasons of Success 

In spite the fact that political and devout partiality of Taliban is not be isolated from the 

Pakistan, nevertheless Taliban development and its authority and its ideological cause can as 

it were being credited to be affected by Pakistan. It was did not their devout belief system 

then the significant impact at the safety condition & capacity towards unlimited equity which 

empowered them to achieve the attention and emotion of the Afghani. 

1. Numerous survives were reserved by Dostum and Rabbani that elevated various 

transnational and provincial apprehensions. The particular time and foundation of movement 

of Taliban residues a secret. Conversely, it is said that an indigenous superior of Kandahar 

kidnapped and raped three females. Layers of wedding of two youngsters and lifted all round. 

Disturbed by this dishonorable problem, rare hundred pupils controlled through a common 

ecclesiastic Mullah Umar Rose and also peaceably appearance controller done Qandahar in 

November in 1994 and November in 1995 the Taliban took mechanism concluded Kabul . 

2.   After five year of immigration from Pakistan pupils of Madrassa who have reverted 

expired dissatisfied by the government of activities in Afghanistan. They initiate the expert 

Mujahedeen privileged living superfluity living together in Pakistan & Afghanistan. They 

rotated to enigmatic Mufti Muhammad of JUIP consequential in different management of the 

innovative Mujahedeen of Afghan.     

3. Numerous Taliban privileged who advanced became committees of diverse shires have 

been recognized to deliberate in prominent Akora Khattak Madrassa also identified as Jamia 

Darul-ul-oom Haqania. Their memberships can sketch to illustrious Jamia-tul-Uloomil 

Islamiah Binoria, urban Karachi. Allowing the dean Ahmed Hassan, this student learning in 

the Pakistani spiritual school has a different political empathy were identified to maintained 

through Pakistan they had detestation for Mujahedeen elaborate in  slaughter and authority 

scrap nether in the Afghanistan. They were complete for Jihad beside those occupied in 

contradiction of the teachings of Islam.  

4.  Millions of Afghan refugees were applauded by the Pakistan throughout the eight years 

Soviet- Afghan fighting. As the fledgling Afghan survived in Pakistan, they became 
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indifferent from personal culture, belief, civilization and commercial oath with Afghanistan. 

This condition caused in detachment of Afghan was thus unprotected to be instructed with 

any spiritual of political philosophy. 

5. These Afghan refugees from the customary arrangements of Afghan nation and 

civilization this type of Afghan was thus visible to be programmed with any spiritual or 

administrative thought. 

6. Refugee living in the Pakistan most of them belongs to the rural area of Afghan of 

Qangahar, Zabul, Farah, Helman , and some from Ghazni and Nimroz. Most of them had 

been born in the Pakistan. Whose are born in Pakistan they are strongly inspired by the 

concept of Jihad the only unpleasant of restoration.  These students had grating misperception 

about their self and intellect of belonging. By releasing their nation from protracted slaughter 

and rules of domestic war could only response their motive to living. One strategies that 

implemented by the Taliban had greatest operative is Taliban persuading the governmental, 

traditional and personal clashes between the native armed groups. After catching Kandahar, 

they declared their reason of aggressive the unethical native and provincial armed groups for 

belief of starting reconciliation in the country. Formerly Taliban the regulation of 

commandment was missing and all group was aggressive each other for the determination of 

authority. Inside management the reverends were aggressive for individual overstatement and 

commercial state was fully threadbare.  

7. The native leaders were blackmailer and complex in wealth and swag. The folks of 

Afghan motto their war champions going attacks and creatures. Tribal privileged became 

celebrated for assembly and flouting associations instant. The growth of Taliban was the 

vision no one predicted. The escaping governmental emptiness engendered by nonstop 

opposition concerning Rabbani Parchmis and Hekmatyar Khalqis were abused by third 

revelry (Taliban). They utilized this occasion to monitor the state out-of-the   disorder of 

interior combat. 

8. First detailed goal of Taliban was to create the amity and guarantee the refuge of 

community of Afghan. Subsequent, they deactivated all the conflicting paramilitaries and 

departed to war against those who rejected to submission. Another, their purpose was 

preserve all the zones netted from their enemies and later selected committees to confirm 

their right of reserved region. In last, they prescribed the Sharia based on the directed opinion 

of Quran and Sunnah. Implementation of Sharia developed the main tactical visualization of 

Taliban. This acquired an achievement as their challengers unsuccessful to offer any solid 

conceptual formation of what would be the upcoming of Afghanistan  Peacetime and safety 
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intentions of the movement of Taliban is also marked from the presenter of Taliban 

conference to a publication. 

Amity turn into a vision valued vision for the Afghan that if flat the robbers and pillagers 

have carried it they had accepted them. People completely maintained Taliban 

accomplishment towards the native leader and ongoing connection them in entire part of 

Afghanistan. 

After the achievement of the Taliban the core motive is their capability of build deployment 

through the resources of patriotic source. The highest characters in the movement of Taliban 

were largely Pashtuns, however folks from other national groups rapidly linked them and 

were agreed coach of diverse provinces, they titled for the stabilization of distributions with 

Iran and U.S. they delivered reports of non-interference in the interior substances of others 

nations and devotion to all preceding international pledges completed through earlier 

governments of Afghan. It is glowing recognized that poppy refinement significantly 

abridged while the time period of government of Taliban that was formerly key foundations 

revenue of indigenous tribes. Taliban administration ongoing to take outline with the 

formation if internal Shura and Dominant Shura. Taliban recognized connection agency in 

the Pakistan and other states. These procedures demonstrate the Taliban movement attempted 

additional for party-political acknowledgment by retaining patriotic development and 

perspective.  

  

Conclusion: 

It is vibrant from discussion that is reference beyond; the growth of Taliban movement can be 

recognized to the failing of the tribal culture. As the political opportunity theory clarifies that 

the fundamental unfairness and failing of an arrangement that delivers chance for a societal 

modification. Joint with the basics of a possible political adversary which having appropriate 

substantial competence and well organized leadership there withdrawals generous choice for 

a movement to prosper and success. But still the query deception that had been it any 

reflective consequence of the tribal demographic and configuration of tribal?  Furthermore 

has been this movement worn culture of the tribal, it yes to what existent? 

Next the Soviet extraction stays struggling among the Mujahedeen and government and also 

with the Afghan tribes positioned underpinning of growth on the behalf of Taliban. What 

educated and cultured the Afghan’s student from their ages or time period of ideological and 

conceptual training was regressive-ness their own customary and customary tribal cultural & 

struggles to convey reconciliation and fairness with their natural motherland. Concerning 
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tradition and glaring select of linking their belief and ideology, these academy students 

determined for ideology. There is no answer had old Afghan traditions for fluctuating in 

party-political, social and monetary realities of post war Afghanistan. Ideological mindset of 

Taliban was not completely agreement with prevailing cultural of tribes for a substantial 

point for modification in law of Sharia and tribal. Conversely, this is noteworthy that natives 

relaxed the movement of Taliban. It had been two basic aims;  

1. Afghans people who has not expectation and hopefulness of preparation and remedying from 

prevailing structure that convert also poisoned & polluted and his/her frontrunners worried 

in a wealth & stolen goods . 

2.  Ideology of Taliban had not been unknown for the people parcel & bulk of Pashtuns follow 

to it setup of the Islam. Further ethno denominational tribes had been slight option owed to 

permeating disorder.  

Taliban ought be seen here in the skeleton of forces Hosting the accepted tribal society of 

the Afghanistan with an ideological boundary attitude.  

During province of Taliban in (1996-2001), outside native folks have endured faithful to this 

inexplicable association. This permanent forte of the association is partially engrained in 

mixture of Taliban of Islamic rural Islamic morals & Pashtun of Durrani philosophy.

Taliban was practical sufficient did not ban customary group standards this would have 

relegated Taliban purposes. The debilitated tribalism definitely assisted movement of Taliban 

to exploit & combine their improvements in actual times. Consequently, this can’t be 

supposed movement of Taliban in any logic battered cultural of tribes, as numerous consider 

that tribal program & Islamic boarders can’t be assumed unconnectedly in cultural of Afghan, 

movement of Taliban was it-self an appearance of combination of cultural of tribe & spiritual 

display of an ideology of Taliban. 
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